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No. 2

Closely associated with Government bonds,
W come now to the investment
E
field proper, which consists of in the estimation of conservative investors, are
the loaning of money for an the obligations of the various states and mu
interest return. The most con nicipalities. These securities at the present
venient method of making an time return to the investor a yield of from
investment in this field is 4¼ to 5 per cent., depending upon their de
through the purchase of listed sirability. They are dealt in by investment
bonds, as heretofore explained. bankers, some of whom specialize in state and
Brief mention will be made of municipal issues. The market, while good, is
the characteristics of bonds and the details of not as broad and as immediate as that avail
able for the bonds of the Federal Government.
purchase and interest payments.
Railroad bonds, which are included in the
Bonds may be considered in three dis
second classification,
tinct divisions, namely:
constitute the larger
(1) Government
part of the bonds listed
bonds, including the
on the stock exchanges.
obligations of the Fed
In normal times, the in
eral Government and of
LEADING ARTICLES
terest return on highthe various states and
Investments
grade railroad bonds is
their subdivisions, such
(Concluded from December)
about 4 per cent. The
as counties, cities, vil
Title-page
present yield is from 5
lages, and school dis
to 6 per cent.
tricts.
Law as an Impression vs.
Industrial
corpora
(2) Bonds of publictions, usually those of a
service companies, such
Law as a Profession
manufacturing nature,
as the railroads, the
Page 20
traction companies, and
often find it convenient
Students' Questions and Answers
to raise funds by the
the gas and electricPage 22
issuance
of
bonds,
light companies.
secured by trust deed
(3) Bonds of indus
Civil-Service Examination
or mortgage on real
trial corporations, such
Page 23
estate and other prop
as those engaged in the
erty. The interest yield
steel, lumber, textile,
Constructive Criticism
and electrical indus
at the present time is
Page 24
likely to be as high as
tries.
Budget Control and Proposition
7 or 8 per cent. Be
Bonds of the United
Page 26
cause of
conditions
States Government,
growing out of the war,
usually known as “ Gov
Personal Business Assets
many commercial con
ernment” bonds, are
Page 28
cerns are financing their
recognized as the high
affairs by the sale of
est-grade investment ob
short-term notes, run
tainable. In the normal
ning from one to three
times preceding the
Great War, the price of Government bonds was years, which are issued instead of long-time
so high that the interest yield was as low as 2 bonds or special stock. Such notes often afford
per cent. The highest rate at which such bonds a desirable investment, but should be bought
were issued during the war, when the credit of only upon the advice of investment bankers
the entire financial world was strained to the who have studied the legal status of the notes
breaking-point, was 4¾ per cent. Bonds of this as well as the financial standing and business
nature, while returning a comparatively low prospects of the firms that issue them.
Practically all railroad bonds and many
rate of interest, are marketable at any time in
any commercial center and afford the maximum industrial bonds are listed on the stock ex
change, and can be bought through investment
of security.

Invest
ments
By
Homer S.
Pace,
C. P. A.
( Concluded
from
December)

Invest bankers or stock-brokers. Railroad
“ registered ” bond in one which
ments and industrial issues are usually in
ace tudent can be registered, in the name of
the holder, with the Government
the denomination of one thousand
January, 1920
(Continued)
dollars a bond. The Government
or with the concern issuing the
Liberty Bonds, on the other hand, can be bought bond. Interest on registered bonds is usually
in denominations as low as fifty dollars, which paid, when it falls due, by check. The interest
makes them more convenient for the small in term may be a year, or, as more often happens,
vestor. Any investment banker or stock-broker six months. If the bond is lost or destroyed,
can purchase the bonds of the Government, or provision is made by which a new one may be
of any reputable business organization, pro issued upon compliance with certain formali
vided they are offered in the securities markets, ties. This form of bond is more desirable than
whether the particular issue is listed on the the coupon bond, because of this protection
against loss.
stock exchange or not.
The “ coupon ” bond is so called, because
Investors should bear in mind that the nom
inal interest rate received may be different from coupons are attached to cover the payment of
the actual interest. If a 5 per cent. bond for interest. Thus, in the case of a 5 per cent. one
one thousand dollars is purchased at 95, the thousand dollar bond, interest payable semi
nominal interest return collected each year will annually, there is a coupon attached for each
be 5 per cent. of one thousand dollars, or fifty six-months’ period during the life of the bond.
dollars. Inasmuch as fifty dollars a year is be When the time for the collection of each sixing received upon an investment of nine hun months’ interest arrives, the coupon is detached
dred and fifty dollars, the actual interest return and presented for payment. The usual pro
on the investment, leaving out of consideration cedure is to deposit the coupon in a regular
the appreciation to par that will take place by bank account for collection.
A coupon bond is usually made to bearer, as
the time the bond matures to be paid, is 5.26
per cent.
are the attached coupons. In case the bond is
If the bond is payable at par in five years, lost and falls into the hands of an innocent
there will be a 5 per cent. increment which will purchaser for value, the real owner of the bond
take place during the five years; this increment will not be able to recover his loss. Coupon
will be an additional return to the investor, bonds, therefore, require extreme care, and
if he holds the bond until maturity and pay should always be kept in a safe-deposit box or
ment. In speaking of the “ yield ” of the bond, left with a bank or trust company that has
an investment banker usually takes into ac proper facilities for safeguarding valuable
count such a factor of increment. For example, papers.
Savings banks afford a safe and convenient
a bond of the Fourth Liberty issue now selling
at about 93.25 will mature in a certain number method of investing surplus funds. It should
of years to be paid at its par value, and the in be remembered that bonds, certain classes of
vestment banker calculates that the “ yield ” to high-grade stocks, and real-estate loans are the
the person who holds such a bond to maturity basis of savings-bank investments. Savings
includes the increment in the manner that has banks are strictly limited as to the things in
which their funds may be invested. It follows,
been pointed out.
On the other hand, if a bond is bought at a that if a depositor places money in a savings
premium—that is, if a one thousand dollar bond bank, his funds are safeguarded by conservative
should be bought at 105, the cost would be one investment. There are many advantages in the
thousand and fifty dollars. If such a bond were matter of convenience, moreover, that make the
due to be paid in five years, and if the investor deposit of funds in such an institution desir
held the bond until maturity, there would be a able from an investment view-point. There is
decrement in his investment over the term of only a small margin between the interest paid
five years of fifty dollars. This decrement de upon a savings-bank account and the interest
creases the net yield, so that the interest return that may be obtained by conservative invest
would not be as large as would otherwise be ment. For the investment of an amount up to
the case.
a few thousand dollars, therefore, nothing
It will thus be seen that the investor is often better is available than the deposit of money in
concerned with the nominal interest that is savings banks. There is, of course, no chance
collected, the actual, immediate interest return of an increment in value, such as exists when
on the investment, and the ultimate “ yield.”
bonds are carefully selected. However, this
These intricacies need not confuse the main feature is of small importance, if the amounts
features of bond investment in the mind of the to be invested are small.
investor. The investment banker is always
The advancement of money, the repayment of
willing to make the calculations and to give the which is secured by bond and mortgage upon
investor full information as to the net return real estate, has already been mentioned. When
upon any investment under consideration.
the security is ample, the rate of interest satis
There are two distinct classes of bonds as to factory, and precautions are taken in the matter
form—registered bonds and coupon bonds. A of all legal formalities, this type of investment
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[Forward to page 31

Martin
Kortjohn,
C. P. A.

MRTIN KORTJOHN,
A
C.P.A. (N. Y.), a Pace
graduate, is a very
definite answer, Mr.
(N. Y.)
Bookkeeper or Mr.
Civil-Service Em
ployee, to two questions lurking in
your mind. “ Does overtime study
pay?” “Can I, working all day,
later realize in dollars and cents on
my evening studies?” As to the
kind of answer which Martin Kort
john’s career gives you to these
questions, let the bald facts speak
for themselves.
Ten years ago Mr. Kortjohn, then
about thirty, was holding a Govern
ment position.
He had reached
the limit of his possibilities; no
further advancement was in sight.
His salary was just enough to keep
his family of five out of want. Two
courses were open to him. He could
remain stationary, trusting in blind
luck to bring things out right as
time went on, or he could at least
make an attempt to increase his
earning-power by increasing his
usefulness and his market value.
Mr. Kortjohn chose the latter
course. He had always had a liking
for systematization work; in fact, he
had been frequently assigned in his
various Civil-Service positions to
revise procedures. Moreover, he
had a natural aptitude for mathe
matics. And so, when a friend sug
gested that he take up Accountancy,
he felt that his path of vocational
advancement had been pointed out
to him.
The C.P.A. degree and the pro
fessional practice of Accountancy
on his own account—these were the
two objectives that Mr. Kortjohn
set for himself at once. Incident
ally, he never relaxed in his work
until he had attained them both.
Handicaps and obstacles were, of
course, in the way, at first. Mr.
Kortjohn had to keep on with his
daytime work. He had no Regents’
counts; and, since he had set his
heart on getting his professional de
gree from New York State, he made
up his mind to qualify for the ex
amination from both the technical
and the academic view-point at the
same time—a double task.
A few years later, he completed
the Pace Accountancy Course and
the Regents’ requirements as well.
He took the New York State
C.P.A. examination and passed it,
receiving the good news that, after
he had fulfilled certain require
ments as to professional experience,
he would be entitled to write C.P.A.
(N. Y.) after his name.
After Mr. Kortjohn had got well
along in his studies, he resigned his
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Government position, and joined
the technical staff of Fedde & Pas
ley, certified public accountants,
New York City, with whom he re
mained till he opened an office of
his own in 1917. As to the bene
ficial results of his association with
Fedde & Pasley, Mr. Kortjohn
frankly says that he is “ greatly in
debted to them for much valuable
advice and sound accounting train
ing and practice.”
Since entering the professional
practice of Accountancy under his
own name, Mr. Kortjohn has been
exceedingly
successful—he
de
serves to be.
His own words
vividly tell the satisfaction that his
years of purposeful work have
brought him:

Martin Kortjohn
Certified Public Accountant (N. Y.)
154 Nassau Street
New York City

“ Since I opened my office, in
1917, I have never known a dull
moment.
The experience of my
early life in many lines of business
has proved decidedly profitable to
me in building up a practice largely
along constructive accounting lines.
My income is ten times what it
was ten years ago; but that is the
least part of my success. What
counts most with me is that I am
doing work which facilitates good
19

business and helps mankind, and for
which I seem to be well fitted.
Moreover, I am surrounded by as
sistants who are well trained, loyal,
faithful, and enthusiastic. While I
am the sole principal in our office,
I never refer to it as ‘my office’;
it is ‘ our ’ office. I believe that
this attitude, if generally observed
in business, would tend to check
much of the social unrest now
rampant.”
Mr. Kortjohn’s attitude toward
the value of technical study is sug
gestive. He says:
“ We employ in our office no one
who has had no technical school
training. A person who has had
merely so-called practical experi
ence is, in my opinion, out of place
in professional work. The scope is
too broad to be covered by a person
depending upon the memory of his
personal experiences.”
Mr. Kortjohn also has very posi
tive and very sound views on set
ting a definite vocational goal and
striving to attain it, whatever the
temptations that beckon elsewhere;
for example:
“ Every student should complete
his course of study. If his aim is
to become a C.P.A., he should not
stop until he has secured his cer
tificate; and then there is no danger
of his ceasing to study.
“ So far as I was concerned, I
remember well that, shortly after I
had joined the staff of Fedde &
Pasley, an offer was made to me at
a great increase of salary to accept
a commercial position. It was de
clined without a moment’s hesita
tion. Again, a month or so after I
had opened my office, a very allur
ing offer came from a nationally
known corporation, which was also
politely, but firmly, declined. Even
from a monetary standpoint, my
present position proves that I was
right; and my satisfaction at being
a principal, instead of an agent,
can not be measured in dollars and
cents.
“ So my advice to Pace students
is that they make up their minds as
to the business goals they wish to
reach and never swerve aside, no
matter how hard and rough the
road, till their objectives have been
won.”
It would be difficult to work out
a better ending to a short bio
graphical sketch of a man who has
made good than is furnished by the
words of Mr. Kortjohn. It’s the
old, old story—pluck and determi
nation pitted against all sorts of
obstacles and difficulties, with the
former team winning at last, as it
does nine times out of ten.

Who’s
Who
Biograph
ical
Sketches
of Men of
A ffairs

Law as an
Im
pression
vs.
Law as a
Pro
fession
By
A. Lincoln
Lavine,
A.B.,LL.B.,
J.D.
Member
of the
N. Y. Bar

BACK in the sanc
business. You may not remember
tuary of one of
ace tudent the name of the rule that forbids,
our larger indus
but you will be on your guard; you
January, 1920
trial corporations,
will investigate; and you will save
on lower Broadway, sat a num yourself a lot of trouble.
ber of gentlemen, planning a
As time dims your memory, you may find that
“ reorganization.” They were “ estovers ” and “ emblements,” if suddenly
all lawyers but one. That one mentioned, will stir no answering echo in your
was the president of the cor mind; that a “ vested remainder ” will mean
poration. Plan after plan had been proposed and little or nothing to you; but in point of fact,
threshed out, only to be discarded as unwork everything you have ever really learned, really
able or “ contrary to law.” Finally, the presi made part of yourself, will constitute a “ con
dent of the corporation leaned forward and tingent remainder for life,” absolute and in
said, “ Gentlemen, I think I have it.” Then he defeasible ; a contingent remainder of your
proceeded to unfold a plan which hung to special training in law which may occur to you
gether, joint by joint, in a form utterly when you least expect it, and translate itself
impervious to the deadly legal shafts before to some useful purpose you little dreamed of.
Here is a story that was related to me last
which all previous plans had fallen.
“ What I can’t understand,” remarked one of week by one of my associates of the Pace
his conferees later to the president, “ is how faculty. One of his students is employed by
you absorbed all that legal matter so readily. a firm doing a large jobbing business. The firm
My impression was that you were not a lawyer.” had entered into a contract on an order involv
“ I’m not,” replied the president, “ by profes ing five figures. The contract was drawn up
sion. But I think I can call myself a lawyer ‘ by very fully, with an abundance of “ parties of
impression.’ What I mean is, I’ve had enough the first part ” and “ parties of the second part.”
training in the law to enable me, without re It was duly signed by both parties to the agree
membering details, to adjust myself to the legal ment, and appeared to have all the requisites
point of view. With the aid of your readier of a perfectly binding legal contract. The firm
information, I could avoid the bad law and was caught and couldn’t deliver. The “ boss ”
digest the good, which I couldn’t have done if had a horrified vision of several thousand dol
I hadn’t developed the background. I don’t lars in damages. The student referred to above
suppose I recall a single precedent or citation. was just in the midst of his struggle with
But I think I have enough of the legal point Semester A, and had consolidated all his gains
of view of the underlying principles of law to clear through the “ Contracts sector.” He asked
enable me to detect illegality in most con to see the contract. His curiosity was gratified.
“ I don’t know,” he said, “ but it seems to me
tracts, and in practically every business trans
action with which I have to deal. I have found that this contract is void for want of considera
this a valuable asset time and again. Some tion.”
The “ boss ” was a man whose mind sparked
times, I can put my finger right on the weak
spot, without calling in an expert on legal diag rapidly. It was running on high that morning.
nosis. Sometimes, I need you, and I know He grabbed the receiver and in a few seconds
enough to know that I need you. I know had his lawyer on the ’phone. “ Say,” he said,
enough about the law, in other words, to use it “ that contract with............ Isn’t that void for
in the way in which it should be used as a want of consideration? ”
There was an excited gurgle at the other end
business aid and a preventative of mistakes.
There is more in this point of view than of the line, and a “ Hold the wire a minute.”
appears at first blush. Law is not merely a col Then, “ By George, you’re right, it is! ” The
lection of formulas, of citations, of precedents. “ boss ” turned to his young assistant and casu
You may some day be asked, “ What is the Rule ally remarked, “ You won’t feel bad if I add
Against Perpetuities? ” And you may have to an extra ten dollars to your weekly pay-check,
answer, “ I used to know, but I’ve forgotten.” will you? ”
Don’t feel conscience stricken. If you can state
This student did not imagine himself a fullthat rule accurately a year after you have fledged lawyer on the strength of his two
learned it, you are to be congratulated. I once months’ training, but he had what I would call
asked a student to state it, a week after we had a sense of application—the ability to turn pre
discussed it. He answered, “ I think it’s a rule cept into practice.
against staying single.” But, some day you
It will not do, of course, to presume too much
may be creating a trust estate, or you may be on a little learning, which, as you will remem
connected with a transaction of this character, ber, Alexander Pope told us is “ a dangerous
and if any attempt is made to suspend the abso thing.” A wise man knows how to use his
lute power of alienation (of conveying a fee) knowledge without abusing it. One man of my
for a period longer than two lives in being, plus acquaintance, a lawyer who forsook Blackstone
a possible twenty-one years, something irregu for the marts of trade, called the other day
lar will immediately occur to you about the upon Mr. Benno Lewinson, treasurer of the
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Have you ever thought of how
New York County Lawyers’ Asso
ciation, for help in drawing up legal
ace tudent completely and intimately our lives
are governed by the law? Every
papers. “ You haven’t forgotten
January, 1920
one of us is a bundle of legal rela
your law?” he was asked. “No, sir,”
he replied, “and I particularly remember that tions. Every point of contact with our fellowmaxim of law which says, ‘ He who acts as his man lights up a definite legal duty, and a
definite legal right. We wake up in the morn
own lawyer, has a fool for a client.’ ”
(Continued)
Has it ever occurred to you as more than a ing in a bed bought in accordance with the Law
coincidence that so many men of affairs have of Sales, having slept all night in a domicile
been lawyers or men with legal training—men which is ours either by virtue of an estate in
in public life, like Roosevelt, Wilson, Taft, fee, an estate for life, or—worse luck in these
Hughes; big business men, like Henry P. days of the reign of King Landlord—an estate
Davison, Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the board for years. We breakfast on food contracted for
of the U. S. Steel Corporation; Robert S. either expressly or impliedly, reading mean
Lovett, president of the Union Pacific and while the newspaper whose delivery was ar
Southern Pacific systems; and a host of others ranged by contract—executory or executed.
whose number is legions. Why did these men We travel to our place of business in convey
make so marked a success? Is it because they ances governed by public utility law, and sub
knew the Rule in Shelley’s Case, or the prin ject, as to fares and service, to a franchise con
ciple of Lawrence vs. Fox? By no means, it trolled by municipal ordinance. Then, in the
was not the legal facts that these men remem status either of employer or employee, gov
bered, but the orderly training of their minds, erned by the law of Master and Servant, with
which law unquestionably did much to facili its refinements of Principal and Agent or Em
tate, that enabled them to rise so high in their ployers’ Liability provisions, etc., we spend the
day in making one contract after another, ex
respective ranks.
Every lawyer will tell you that he is con press or implied, oral or written, by mail, wire,
stantly meeting successful business men in the ’phone, or face to face. Is it any wonder that
course of his practice who surprise him with those who are trained to understand thoroughly
their grasp of legal points. When questioned, the legal aspects of these relationships affect
they usually answer, “ Oh, I once studied law ing us from sunrise to sunset, from cradle to
myself”; or, “You see, I used to be a lawyer, grave, have an advantage which tells in the race
too ”; or, “ I picked up law because I knew what for achievement?
But the point I would emphasize especially is
it would mean in business.” These men did not
“ grow out of the law,” or “ forsake the law,” this: It is not merely in the grasp of legal fact
or “ graduate from the law,” as the saying goes; that the benefit lies in legal training—although
they merely ceased to be lawyers as specialists, what you learn in this way may stand you in
and took up a field of effort where law, while good stead; but rather in the grasp that you get
not a specialty, is nevertheless an absolute on yourself.
Put the matter in this way. Suppose, as you
essential, because it is part of life itself. They
are “ practising law,” in a certain sense, every were about to embark on the study of law in
Semester A, you drew up a balance sheet. Sup
day of their lives.
And their progress was due to no mysterious pose you wanted to list under “ assets ” all the
quality of success that resides like a charm in valuable mental equipment you acquired in the
the mastery of legal precept; nor to the “ ability course of your law sessions, as permanent ac
to argue,” which is so often supposed to accom cretions to your “ personal plant.” What items
pany the successful study of law. There is the would you list? Why, you couldn’t possibly
man to begin with, in every case. A big beef- tell! Any single item of information might
packer once remarked: “ I regard the training some day prove of incalculable value. But
of my successful executives the way I regard more than this, and far outreaching the poten
the smoking of my hams. If the ham is good tial value of any fact you may have acquired, is
to begin with, smoking it will improve it. If it the net growth which takes place. You will
is a bad ham in the beginning, no amount of scarcely perceive it at first, it is so gradual. But
smoking will do it any good. It will remain a it is the most important fact of the entire busi
bad ham.” It is because the men I have cited ness. You will find yourself thinking more
were sound to begin with, that law enabled clearly in every direction, legal or otherwise,
them to progress as they did. It is precisely and, in consequence, expressing yourself more
because these men were “ good to begin with,” clearly in word or conduct. In grappling with
that they knew how to use their legal training. whatsoever problem, you will discover yourself
Law, with them, served as a developer. It was equipped with a more formidable mode of at
not merely a means for “ training the mind ”— tack. Where formerly a grim array of question
for algebra is that—but a means for so ordering marks confronted you, there will be a fairly
the mind that it can cope with problems of clear line of vision ahead of you to the horizon.
whatsoever nature, big or little, in a logical, You will see more clearly, and, seeing more
clearly, you can not but improve your effort.
coherent, consistent way.

Law as
an Im
pression
vs.
Law as a
Profession
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Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment

Q

A

Q

A

T IS Department
H
ally requires that this asset be writ
does not publish
ace tudent ten off over a period extending
answers to all of
from two to five years.
January, 1920
The meaning, therefore, of the
the questions re
ceived, but only to those which phrase you submitted is, that the expenses of or
we deem to be of general in ganizing were, for the time being, treated as an
terest to our readers. A com asset, but that eventually they would be written
munication, in order to receive off against the operations.
attention, must contain the name and the ad
UR auditor recently remarked that he did Q
dress of the person asking the question.
not believe it necessary to check up all
detail
of our cash receipts, since he was satis
E spent ten thousand dollars in develop
ing a machine, and five hundred fied a good “ internal check ” existed here.
What did he mean by this?
dollars in fees in having the device patented.
An “ internal check ” exists when an account A
Subsequent to having the patent issued to us,
it was necessary for us to prosecute a suit for ing system is so planned, in respect to methods
infringement against a competitor, and it was and details of operation, that the greatest meas
also necessary for us to defend an infringement ure of protection against fraud and error is
suit. Should the cost of these suits be con automatically provided for. By virtue of such
sidered as part of the cost of the patent, or internal check, the operations themselves tend
should they be charged off? It seems to me, to bring to light fraudulent and erroneous
they are operating expenses entirely, but the entries that otherwise would be disclosed only
question has been raised by one of the officials by direct investigation.
Characteristic features of a system of inter
of our company.
nal
check are such division of duties of the
The cost of the patent is the cost of the
development of the article, plus the cost of accounting staff as will accomplish the—
1. Practical impossibility of complete domi
securing clear title to it. The determination as
nation
of the records by any one member.
to whether the costs are capital or revenue ex
2.
Checking
up by one employee the work of
penditure will be determined by the answer to
his
fellow-employee.
this question: Was the cost of the suit neces
3. Prevention of collusion between members
sary in determining the validity of the patent?
of
any group of employees.
It seems to us, without knowing all of the
What constitutes a system of internal check
conditions, if the title to a patent is questioned
and suit is brought for infringement, the cost in a given case depends, of course, upon the
of the suit is a cost of the patent. The validity facts of the case, but it will have reference to
of the patent having been determined by the such matters as these:
Check on receipt of cash—from sales, through
suit, the cost of any additional suits which are
mail,
etc.
brought for infringement should be charged off
Check on payments of cash—that they are
to Profit and Loss, but the cost of the original
suit necessary to settle all questions as to the bona fide disbursements.
Handling of petty cash.
clear title seems to us to be a legitimate charge
The
making and recording of purchases,
to the cost of patents.
proper approvals, etc.
Recording all sales and accounting for cash
N a certain Balance Sheet, I observed the
received
; how cash sales check on entry of
following: “ Organization Expenses Tem
credits.
porarily Capitalized.” Will you kindly explain
Distribution of work among two or more
what is meant by this expression?
people to minimize the possibility of collusion.
“ Organization Expenses,” including such
In the case under discussion, your auditor
items as lawyers’, accountants’, promoters’, and
was no doubt so satisfied with the office methods
underwriters’ fees, etc., incorporation charges for insuring full accountability, through the
by the state, printing and other expenditures
incidental to organizing, etc., are carried on the books of record, that he felt justified in accept
ing, after test, the entries as reflecting truly the
books at the outset as an asset, under an appro
priate title. The asset theory here rests upon facts which had actually happened. Were he
the fact that, without these expenditures, the not so satisfied, he would have yielded to the
corporation could not come into being, and that suggestion of a more exhaustive test, and, per
haps, a complete checking up of the cash.
these expenses are, therefore, in reality, costs
which may be capitalized or carried as assets
Personal prejudices are to the development of the
much the same as the cost of installing fixtures individual what grit in the carburetor is to the
of an automobile. Both act as unnecessary
or machinery. This expenditure is not paid for progress
brakes.
the sole benefit of any one year. Rather, it is
The difference between a tortuous path and a
a cost applicable to the number of years the straightaway
road often consists in the ability to
corporation exists. American practice gener foretell where you are coming out.
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CivilService
Exami
nations

HE following civil-service ex
amination form, number 532,
ace tudent
issued on October 17, 1919,
by the United States Civil Service
January, 1920
Commission in reference to ac
countants (male and female), will keepers, and other office employees.
doubtless be of interest to Pace
(b) Three years’ experience as
students as showing the increasing senior in the office of a public ac
need of Accountancy-educated men countant.
and women in the various depart
(c) Three years’ experience as an
ments of the Federal Government. executive accountant of the grade
The form follows:
ordinarily designated as controller
The United States Civil Service or auditor in commercial enter
Commission announces an open prises, having supervision over a
competitive examination for ac force of not less than twenty-five
countant, for both men and women. clerks, bookkeepers, and other office
Vacancies in the United States Bu employees.
reau of Efficiency, at three thousand
(d) Teaching experience of at
dollars to three thousand six hun least three years in a resident
dred dollars a year for positions in school giving a course in Ac
grade one, and three thousand six countancy or business administra
hundred dollars, to four thousand tion of at least two scholastic years.
five hundred dollars a year for posi
(e) Three years’ experience as
tions in grade two, and vacancies in chief accountant, factory cost ac
positions requiring similar qualifica countant, or general auditor in an
tions, at these or higher or lower industrial establishment, or in other
salaries, will be filled from this ex positions of equal responsible char
amination, unless it is found in the acter, involving the direction of an
interest of the service to fill any extensive system of industrial ac
vacancy by reinstatement, transfer, counting or auditing.
or promotion.
(f) Two years’ experience as
The duties of these positions will controller or auditor for a large
be to assist the chief of the Bureau municipality, or as principal assis
of Efficiency in investigating ac tant to the controller or auditor.
counting methods employed by the
Competitors who attain an aver
various Government departments, age percentage of at least seventy,
and in devising and recommending but less than eighty, will be placed
new systems to fit the needs of the on the register for grade one posi
Government.
tions; those who attain an average
Competitors will not be required percentage of at least eighty will be
to report for written examination placed on the register for grade
at any place, but will be rated on two positions.
the following subjects which will
Applicants will be admitted to
have the relative weights indi this examination regardless of their
cated ; the ratings being based upon age, but, at the request of the bu
the competitors’ sworn statements reau, certification may be made of
in their applications and upon cor eligibles who are within reasonable
roborative evidence:
age limits.
On account of the needs of the
Subjects
Weights. service, applications will be re
1. Physical ability.............
10 ceived until further notice. Papers
2. Education, training, and
will be rated promptly and certifica
experience...................
90 tion made as the needs of the serv
ice require.
Total........................
100
Applicants must submit with
their applications their unmounted
Applicants must have completed photographs, taken within two
an education at least the full years, with their names written
equivalent of four years of high thereon. Proofs or group photo
school (fourteen college entrance graphs will not be accepted. Pho
units, each unit representing a high tographs will not be returned to
school subject pursued for either applicants.
four or five forty-minute periods a
Applicants will be admitted to
week during a period of one year). this examination regardless of their
In addition, applicants must have residence and domicile; but only
had the training and experience those who have been actually domi
specified in one of the following ciled in the state or territory in
groups:
which they reside for at least one
(a) Graduation from a course of year previous to the date of making
study in Accountancy or business oath to the application, and who
administration given in a resident have the county officer’s certificate
school of recognized standing of in the application form executed,
not less than two scholastic years, may become eligible for permanent
in conjunction with not less than appointment to the apportioned ser
two years’ experience as an execu vice in Washington, D. C.
Competitors who attain an eligible
tive of the grade ordinarily desig
nated as controller or auditor, hav rating in this examination may be
ing supervision over a force of not required to report in Washington,
less than twenty-five clerks, book- D. C., Chicago, Ill., or New York,
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N. Y., for oral examination to de
termine their personal fitness, ad
dress, tact, judgment, and adapt
ability for the performance of the
duties of the position. The oral ex
amination will be given to com
petitors in the order of their stand
ing, and only to such a number as
the needs of the service may re
quire. An applicant who fails to
pass the oral examination will not
be eligible for appointment. Ap
plicants will be notified of the date
and place of the oral examination.
This examination is open to all
citizens of the United States who
meet the requirements.
Applicants should at once apply
for Form 1312, stating the title of
the examination desired, to the
Civil Service Commission, Wash
ington, D. C.; the Secretary of the
United States Civil Service Board,
custom-house, Boston, Mass., New
York, N. Y., New Orleans, La.,
Honolulu,
Hawaii;
post-office,
Philadelphia, Pa., Atlanta, Ga., Cin
cinnati, Ohio, Chicago, Ill., St.
Paul, Minn., Seattle, Wash., San
Francisco, Calif.; old custom-house,
St. Louis, Mo.; administration
building, Balboa Heights, Canal
Zone; or to the chairman of the
Porto Rican Civil Service Commis
sion, San Juan, P. R.
Applications should be properly
executed, excluding the medical
certificate, and filed with the Civil
Service Commission, Washington,
D. C., without delay.
An Act of Congress, approved
July 11, 1919, provides:
“ That, hereafter, in making ap
pointments to clerical and other
positions in the executive branch of
the Government in the District of
Columbia or elsewhere, preference
shall be given to honorably dis
charged soldiers, sailors, and ma
rines, and widows of such, and to
the wives of injured soldiers, sail
ors, and marines who themselves
are not qualified, but whose wives
are qualified to hold such posi
tions.”
Applicants entitled to the bene
fit of this Act should attach to their
applications their original dis
charge, or a photostat copy, or cer
tified copy thereof, or their official
record of service, which will be re
turned after inspection by the
commission.

H. K. TORREY, a student in Se
mester C. Pace Institute, Washing
ton, has been assigned to duty at the
Internal Revenue Office, Manches
ter, New Hampshire.

R. F. TILLISON, a graduate of the
Pace course, in 1915, passed the
New York State C.P.A. examina
tions in June, 1919, and received his
professional degree. Mr. Tillison
is a senior accountant on the tech
nical staff of Hurdman & Cranstoun,
certified public accountants, 55
Liberty Street, New York City.

Editorial

New
Year’s
Resolu
tions

NW Year’s Resolu
E
structively individual, oh no, none
tions! This year—
ace tudent of that!
Let’s be sensible for a while.
the year 1920—let
January, 1920
Suppose we make a bargain with
us give some of
our new purposes a vocational our mental selves to tear down the old building
and an organization back only after we have planned a new one
ground ; let us interpret our and engaged the services of masons, plumbers,
individual objectives in terms brick-layers, carpenters, and the like, making
of the greatest good for the greatest number. sure that we have money enough to pay them as
Let us, for example, resolve—to work cooper the work goes along. There is a thought here
atively with our fellows rather than for indi for each of us in respect to every phase of his
vidual glory—to take a sustained interest in the domestic, civic, and business life. Down with
nature and the objects of our daily duties— the old only as a basis for up with the new!
to master the relation between our particular
E have learned the lessons of our mis
activities and those of our coworkers in other
takes,” said the speaker, in pleading
departments—to make the well being of the
organization as a whole our personal business— for international amity. A happy phrase!
to demonstrate our fitness for increased respon Surely it applies to individuals as well as to
nations, which are but units
sibilities, before we seek in
of individuals. Considering
creased rewards—to invest
the
way we come into the
our spare hours in develop
THE PACE STUDENT
world—physically helpless
mental courses of study
and mentally ignorant, with
rather than in profitless plea
A Magazine of Service
development a matter of en
sures—to show constantly in
Interpreting
vironment and education—
word and deed that we know
the Purpose, Spirit, and Needs
we are, of course, destined to
the meaning of initiative, of
of Modern Business
make mistakes, many of
courtesy, of enthusiasm, of
loyalty—to give a personal
them. It is what our mis
Published Monthly
interpretation, whatever the
takes do for us, not to us,
perplexities of the moment,
that determines the quality
Subscription Price $1.50
of the Rotarian slogan, “ He
and degree of the wisdom we
a Year, Payable in Advance
profits most who serves best.”
gradually acquire.
If we
These resolutions, if stead
profit mentally and morally
PACE & PACE, Publishers
ily applied throughout the
by our mistakes, so that,
30 Church Street
year, will point the way to a
generally speaking, we do
New York
worthy success worthily won.
not make the same mistake
twice—here is the essence
Copyright, 1920, by Pace & Pace
of wisdom.
ID you ever notice how
easy it is to assemble
Have done, then, with be
an audience and to get applause when you moaning mistakes of commission and omis
Rather take stock of what you
attack somebody or something? Most of us, sion.
down in our hearts, are somewhat iconoclastic have learned from mistakes that you have
—we like to throw bricks, mentally or in im made, and press on, confidently and buoy
agination, at things as they are, just because antly, to new accomplishments, because a
they are. As for analyzing the reasons for our part of your education—a most useful part, in
dissatisfaction and our craving for a different many ways—consists in the fact that your mis
order of things, that’s another matter, of course. takes, however much they have cost you, have
When a proposition becomes constructive finally assumed the form of lessons which you
and not destructive, then popular interest fades have learned and interpreted and profited by.
away. Take the matter of establishing a Fed
THE chronic grouch! You know him—he’s
eral budget for expenditures, for example. We
the sour-faced fellow, the acid-tempered
hectically denounce the present pork-barrel
system, and in the same breath try to obstruct fellow, the grumbling fellow that’s always
and thwart the establishment of the budget sys looking for trouble, and is happy only when he
tem, the value of which nobody intelligently finds it. It makes no difference what it is that
questions. It is easy to cite additional examples he unearths; he’s satisfied if he finds something
—they abound on every hand. We adversely to complain about. His theory seems to be that
criticise, but as for substituting something con- nothing that anybody has ever done or could do
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The
Chronic
Grouch

“M

is entitled to praise or commenda
Y intentions are honorable, Good
tion ; and, as for people, the grouch
but not immediate,” said Inten
tudent
seems to think that he must pin
a
young
man, when quizzed tions
January, 1920
prick them and grate upon them as
by his inamorata’s father as to
much as possible.
his attitude toward marriage. Doesn’t this
Rid yourself of the grouch point of view. rejoinder tell a good deal about the workings
Eliminate sarcasm and irony and supercilious of the mental machinery of most of us in
sneering. Make sure that your liver is in reference to pretty nearly every phase of life?
healthy working order, because there is a close Our intentions are honorable, but not im
connection between a jaundiced liver and a mediate—and that’s the trouble with us. If
jaundiced view-point. See things to be glad we would put into immediate operation
about. “ Pollyannize ” your outlook upon your some of our sensible intentions, we should be
surroundings. Look for the good qualities in better off individually and collectively. How
the people that you associate with, and the good about taking up a course of study, for example.
things that your organization has done or is Of course, your intentions are honorable. You
are going to do it some time, but immediately?
going to do. Smile often, and laugh heartily Ah! that’s a different story.
once in a while. This program will be good for
you physically, mentally, and emotionally; and
as for your business associates, they will rise
NTEREST in matters educational, in popu Educa
up and call you blessed.
lar phrase, “ has come back strong.” The tional
Interest
problems, the troubles, the horrors of war have
apparently
been
forgotten,
and
there
is
a
new
ON’T belittle yourself—your capacity to
Personality
understand things, your ability to do interest in education and in the by-products and
concomitants of education.
things. It is an old saying, but a true one, that
From all the colleges and universities of the
the world takes us largely at our own evalua
tion. Modesty and humility are, of course, vir country come reports of an exceedingly large
tues, if not carried too far. They can, however, opening attendance. Indeed, the problem in
easily degenerate to self-belittlement, self connection with a great many institutions is
depreciation, self-fear—character handicaps, all how to make provision for the inrushing tide
of them. So be up and coming, mentally and of new students; and, of course, we are hearing
physically; have confidence in yourself, in your again much about fraternities, football teams,
ability, unaided, to do what you set out to do. debates, and inter-class rushes, as well as some
Analyze yourself, but not to the point of be thing about studies, lectures, examinations, and
coming introspective. Feel that you are a degrees.
potential dynamo of accomplishment. Then
The only fly in the educational ointment—a
you will generate qualities that will cause pretty big fly though it is—is the shortage of
others to speak of you as a person of person qualified professors and instructors. Many of
ality, and you will compel recognition and these men and women have apparently found
reward.
out that a life of cloistered scholarliness, while
paying in high satisfaction of soul, does not
Good
PROPOS of the insistence that all think equip one to meet rental charges and pay gro
A
English
ing business executives are placing now cery and laundry bills with satisfaction of
adays upon the importance of training in spirit. Many members of the faculties of va
English, attention may well be called to the rious universities have found it imperative,
opinion of Frederick C. Schwedtman, vice- much against their inclination, to exchange
president of the National City Bank, of New their developed talents for sordid pelf in the
York, who recently said in this connection to a marts of trade—greatly to the disadvantage of
group of National City Bank employees: our educational institutions.
“Ability to make good use of the English lan
A hopeful sign in this connection, however,
guage should be our first and most important is breaking through the clouds. There is a
accomplishment. If we can add to this a knowl wider recognition than ever before of the ne
edge of good literature, so much the better. cessity of paying college professors and in
This will give us an association with the great structors at least a fractional part of what they
minds of the world, an association which will are worth to the community and to the country.
not only help us to acquire the command of Many educational institutions are making rigor
language so essential in our daily intercourse, ous drives for contributions that will enable
but also will enrich our fund of general knowl them to increase the salaries of their teaching
edge and give us a broader outlook on life.”
staffs—a hopeful sign!
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Budget
Control
and
Proposi
tion

T E President’s re
H
the first few days of the campaign
cent message to
ace tudent might show that if the rate of sales
Congress advo
were continued during the entire
January, 1920
cated, among other
period, the estimated result would
matters, a National budget sys not be attained. Investigation into sellingtem. The subject of “ Budget methods, individual efficiencies of salesmen,
Control ” and of methods of re and other points would be resorted to.
cording transactions under a
• The budget, however, is primarily of value
budget system is, therefore, in an organization in which the operations are
not subject to violent fluctuation. In the case
of interest at this time.
Accounts are kept for the information they of a trading concern, it can not be known what
afford, whether it be for a governmental institu the volume of sales may be each day, since an
tion, or a commercial organization. The classi extraordinary order may be received at any
fication obtained through the accounts is used time. In governmental organizations, institu
for the purpose of analyzing results with a tions, and the like, however, expenditure and
view to increasing efficiency. Comparison of income can, with reasonable certainty, be pre
results can be made against past performances, determined. In the event that performance
against performances by other organizations, does not equal standard, the necessary steps can
and against a standard. Comparison against a be taken to bring a conformity. Thus, the Gov
standard is, in all probability, the most effective. ernment can levy additional taxes; the institu
In the manufacturing organization, the stand tion can campaign for more funds, etc.
Governmental institutions, from their budget
ard is often a predetermined cost. In the non
profit organization, such as a governmental and appropriations which are voted by some
body, it must be a theoretical performance. This authorized body, such as a board of aldermen,
theoretical performance is ordinarily called a etc., should maintain a separate set of records
budget. It consists in forecasting, from the to record the appropriations made and the
best information available, results which may expenditures thereagainst. In addition, they
reasonably be expected. As the results ma should keep the usual accounting records, such
terialize, they are compared against the theo as would be expected in any organization
dealing with assets, liabilities, income, and
retical performance already established.
The advantages of the budget system of expenditure.
The accounts kept to record budget appro
control have long been recognized in many
commercial and non-commercial enterprises. priations and expenditures thereagainst are
Thus, the board of directors of a corporation called Fund Accounts, and the usual double
may decide upon the erection of a new plant, or entry accounts which are kept are called Gen
an addition to their present plant. Engineers, eral Accounts. In order that the operation of
architects, bankers, and other persons com these accounts may be understood, the follow
petent to give advice will be consulted. Plans, ing proposition will be taken as a basis:
specifications, and estimates will be prepared,
and contracts will be let, or the work will be
PROPOSITION
carried on by the organization itself, as the case
In
a
certain
city, the annual budget provided
may be. The estimate, in effect, constitutes a
for
a
total
of
$90,000 for expenses and con
budget for the project. Reports from time to
time, indicating the progress of the work and struction for the ensuing year. The tax levy
the expenditures made, will be considered, and was $80,319. Miscellaneous revenue was $6,000,
on the basis of these reports and expenditures, as under:
the directors will control the construction and Water ................................................................. $3,500
will use such means as may be within their Trees ...................................................................
1,500
1,000
power to keep the costs of construction within Snow and Ice......................................................
the budget estimate.
Total ...........................................................
$6,000
The principle of the budget has been ex
panded to cover certain phases of operating
Taxes collected amounted to $48,750. Mis
results as well as construction. Thus, the cellaneous revenues collected were $4,000.
management of an enterprise may make an esti
During the year, among other items, a con
mate of the probable income and cost of opera tract was awarded for an addition to the high
tion for a certain period, possibly allocating school, to cost $25,000. Another contract was
the income and expenses to specific months. awarded for repairs to the city hall, $10,000.
Actual results as ascertained will be compared Orders for supplies for the Water and High
with the estimates. Should it be determined ways Department were $8,000.
that results are not conforming with the esti
Bills were presented as follows, for these
mate, investigation will be made to determine items:
the reasons therefor. It might, for instance, be
City-Hall Repairs....................................... $6,000
determined that $100,000 of sales were antici For
For High-School Construction Work.............
22,000
pated during a sales campaign. Indications for For Water and Highways Dept. Supplies.. ..
6,000
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Budget
Vouchers were prepared, as follows:
Control For High-School Construction....................... $20,000
and For Supplies.......................................................
5,000
Proposi
Warrants were drawn, as follows:
tion
( Continued )

For Construction Vouchers............................
For Supplies Vouchers.....................................

FUND ACCOUNTS
EST. REV. FROM TAXES, ETC.,
TO MEET BUDGET AU
THORIZATIONS ................. $90,000
To AUTHORIZATIONS TO IN
CUR LIABILITIES .................
$90,000
(Appropriations)
For budget ordinance.

15,000
3,000

$12,000 of these warrants were paid.
In addition to the expenditures provided for
in the budget, it was found necessary to appro
priate an additional $10,000 for extension of
water-mains. This amount was to be raised by
an issue of ten-year 5 per cent. revenue bonds—
par value, $1,000. Four of these bonds were
sold at par, but contracts were not let for the
water-mains until the next year. Frame Journal
entries for the above transactions.

GENERAL ACCOUNTS
TAXES RECEIVABLE ................. $80,319
To REVENUE FROM TAXES..
$80,319
For amount of tax levy.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ........
To MISCELLANEOUS REV
ENUE ............................. ............
. (Classified in accordance with
Chart of Accounts)
For Water Accounts...........
$3,500
For Trees Accounts.............
1,500
For Snow and Ice Accounts.
1,000

6,000

CASH ...................................................
To ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.
For collection of miscellaneous in
come.

4,000

EXPENSES (Classified in accord
ance with Chart of Accounts) .. .
HIGH SCHOOL.................................
To INVOICES PAYABLE.........
For invoices as follows:
City-Hall Repairs.............
$6,000
High School ....................
22,000
Water and Highways....
6,000

12,000
22,000

48,750

25,000

VOUCHERS PAYABLE..................
To WARRANTS PAYABLE....
For warrants drawn in payment of
vouchers.

18,000

WARRANTS PAYABLE.................
To CASH.........................................
For payment of vouchers.

12,000

CASH ...................... ........................
To REVENUE BONDS...............
For sale of bonds at par.

4,000

6,000

UNAPPLIED BALANCE................
To AVAILABLE BALANCE. ...
For taxes collected.

48,750

UNAPPLIED BALANCE................
To AVAILABLE BALANCE....
For miscellaneous revenues collected.

4,000

6,000

ESTIMATED REVENUES FROM
TAXES, ETC.............................
To AUTHORIZATIONS TO IN
CUR LIABILITIES.................
For additional amounts omitted from
the budget.

4,000

34,000

$34,000

INVOICES PAYABLE....................
To VOUCHERS PAYABLE.......
For vouchers drawn in payment of
invoices.

AVAILABLE BALANCE................
To EST. REVENUES FROM
TAXES, ETC..............................
For amount of miscellaneous revenue.

80,319

RESERVE FOR CONTRACTS....
RESERVE FOR OPEN MARKET
ORDERS ......... . .........................
To UNAPPLIED BALANCE....
For warrants drawn.

$6,000

48,750

80,319

AUTHORIZATIONS TO INCUR
LIABILITIES (Appropriations)
To RESERVE FOR CON
TRACTS .....................................
RESERVE FOR OPEN MAR
KET ORDERS.........................
For contracts entered into and orders
placed.

6,000

CASH ..................................................
To TAXES RECEIVABLE.........
For total of taxes collected.

AVAILABLE BALANCE................
To EST’D REVENUES FROM
TAXES, ETC..............................
For amount of tax levy.

25,000

4,000

43,000
35,ooo
8,000

15,000
3,ooo

18,000

10,000

10,000

BONDS AUTHORIZED.................
To RESERVE FOR REVENUE
BONDS ........................ . ............
For bonds authorized.

10,000

UNAPPLIED BALANCE................
To EST’D REVENUES FROM
TAXES, ETC..............................
For sale of bonds.

4,000

RESERVE
FOR
REVENUE
BONDS .......................................
To BONDS AUTHORIZED.......
To write off bonds issued.

48,750

10,000

4,ooo

4,ooo

4,000

TRIAL BALANCE—FUND ACCOUNTS
Est’d Rev. to meet Bdgt Authori
zations ..........................................
Available Balance............................
Unapplied Balance........... ........
Authorizations to Incur Liabilities
Reserve for Contracts.....................
Reserve for Open Market Orders.
Bonds Authorized............................
Reserve for Bonds..........................

18,000

12,000

$9,681
33,569
38,750

6,000

$88,000

4,000
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$57,ooo
20,000
5,000
6,000

$88,000

[Forward to page 30
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O
N.
DRURY recently
delivered an ad
dress on “ Person
al Business As
sets ” before the
employees and ex
ecutives
(about
five hundred in
all) of Henry L.
Doherty & Co.,
Personal New York. Excerpts from the ad
Business dress follow:
Dr. Fuld, Ladies, and Gentlemen.
Assets I am
very much obliged to Dr. Fuld
for the character of his introduc
tion. I appreciate the fact that he
was considerate enough to refrain,
on the one hand, from anticipating
the thoughts that I shall lay before
you, and, on the other hand, from
promising you an oratorical treat
which would overtax my modest
platform ability.
The subject upon which I have
been asked to make a few observa
tions is “ Personal Business As
sets.” There are three major con
siderations that at the very outset
of my remarks I would call to the
attention of every young employee
who expects to make any aspect of
Organized Effort his or her lifework. These considerations relate,
first, to the personnel problem of
nearly every enterprise; second, to
the spirit of cooperation; third, to
the spirit of service. A sound
grasp of these basic phases of
Modern Business, whatever the na
ture or the size of the concern, is,
in my opinion, an absolutely essen
tial prerequisite to the attainment
of success.
Personnel Problem. The most im
portant problem that faces every
organization of the present day is
the problem of personnel. Its im
portance from the organization
view-point is due to the fact that
the successful progress of every
business concern depends upon the
character, the training, and the
competency of the men and women
that perform or direct its activities.
If the business is to expand, and at
the same time become more and
more cohesive, systematic provision
must be made for the steady inflow
of new employees, and the equally
steady development of employees
who have already demonstrated
their worth. Once this problem is
slighted, the enterprise begins to
become stagnant, and the seeds of
future decay are sown. It is no
wonder, therefore, that practically
all future-building firms of the
present day are devoting much
time, energy, and money to the
selection of competent employees,
to their vocational adjustment, and
to their developmental training
through study and practical experi
ence.
This matter of personnel is, of
course, a vital matter from the
view-point of the individual mem
ber of it, whether man or woman;

English
Depart
ment

Pace Student
January, 1920

for making the proper kind of busi
ness connection means not only an
immediate earning capacity, but
also the opportunity for usefulness,
for development, and for economic
satisfaction. And so, as regards this
matter of personnel, the interests of
employers and employees are, in a
large sense, one and the same.
Cooperation. The personnel prob
lem suggests a word or two about
the new spirit that to-day marks
the economic relations between em
ployers and employees—the spirit
of cooperation. A new preposition
has come to the forefront in con
nection with the verb work. It is
the preposition with—not the prep
osition for, not the preposition
under, both for and under being re
flective of conditions existing in a
commercial age that is rapidly dis
appearing.
Not long ago, I asked a bright
faced office-boy (he was not chew
ing gum, by the way) in a certain
organization what his duties were.
He replied at once, “ I’m working
with Mr. Blank,” naming the head
of an important department. This
youngster was working with Mr.
Blank, mind you, not for or under
him. I predict big things for that
lad, because he has fully grasped
the cooperative spirit of to-day;
and, by the same token, I shall not
be surprised to hear of the further
advancement of Mr. Blank himself.
A common-sense analysis of
present conditions proves that the
cooperative spirit between employ
ers and employees has come to stay,
as being the only sensible and
decent way of working together.
Yet candor compels me to say that
many employees apparently think
that all this talk about, and insis
tence upon, cooperation is a pose on
the part of employers to get more
and better work done. While in
creased productivity undoubtedly
occurs in an organization reflecting
the “ all-of-us-together ” spirit, the
great majority of employers, who,
after all, are human beings and not
ogres, believe in cooperation fully
as much for the sake of their em
ployees as for their own sake; for
cooperation develops morale, and
morale is the invisible power that
enables every person in an organi
zation to do his work efficiently and
enthusiastically.
Service Spirit. Just as the co
operative spirit characterizes the
relation between employers and em
ployees, just so the spirit of service
—genuine, generous service—char
acterizes the present-day relations
between progressive enterprises and
the purchasing public. The pro
nouns I and we have largely given
way to the pronoun you. Instead of
trying to do something to prospec
28

tive purchasers, we try, nowadays,
to do as much as we can for them.
I now pass on to a rapid survey
of a few personal, business assets—
only a few, of course, because the
time at my disposal will not permit
me to run the gamut of all the
qualities that go into the recipe for
business success; and as regards the
qualities that I shall mention, all
that I can do is to make a sugges
tive remark or two about each of
them.
Physical Health. I put physical
health first. Nowadays, there is a
keen realization of the close con
nection between bodily fitness and
the quality and quantity of mental
output. Do you recall the old Latin
motto, Mens sana in corpore sano?
Its force certainly applies to
modern business life. And there is
no logical reason why most of us
should not secure and maintain
good physical health. Tennis, golf,
swimming, gymnasium work, walk
ing—most of these and similar op
portunities for physical exercise
are available to us all; and we have
only ourselves to blame if we per
mit ourselves to become fat and
flabby, and short of breath. Guard,
then, your physical health—per
sonal business asset number one.
Loyalty. Directly after physical
health I put another totally differ
ent kind of personal business asset
—loyalty. There are two kinds of
loyalty—active and passive. It is
only the actively loyal employees,
those who believe in the concern
they work for, in its wares, its ob
jectives, its methods, and who in
what they say and do reflect that
belief, that can be termed truly
loyal. Loyalty does not mean a
disposition to refrain from con
structive criticism as respects what
you consider to be errors of method
and management, so long as you ex
press your views to a responsible
executive within the organization
itself; but loyalty does mean that,
so far as the outside world is con
cerned, you have only words of
praise for your employers and the
things they are trying to accom
plish. Be loyal, then, for loyalty
may be regarded as personal busi
ness asset number two.
Initiative.
Another important
quality to be developed by all
young men and women who have
not yet proved their value is “ ini
tiative.” The trouble with many
departmental employees is that,
once they have learned the required
way of doing their daily work, they
give no thought to the respects in
which they might improve condi
tions and methods. Hence, they are
likely to become mere groovefillers, rut-occupants. They should
often ask themselves two questions:
“Why am I supposed to do this
particular piece of work in this
way? ” and—
“ Is there any better way of doing
it?”

Personal An honest attempt to answer
Business these questions will develop the
creative faculties—will produce
Assets new
ideas; and new ideas are at a
(Continued)

greater premium in all divisions of
the business world to-day than ever
before. So, do your daily work, no
matter how routine in character, in
telligently, thinkingly, and thereby
develop initiative—personal busi
ness asset number three.
Broad Perspective. It is not
enough in these days of complex
and many-sided enterprises for am
bitious employees to content them
selves with performing narrowrange duties in a manner acceptable
to the organization. If they would
qualify for advancement to posi
tions of executive responsibility,
they must develop a broad perspec
tive of the interrelations of the
various departments of the com
mercial concern, and a broad per
spective of the science of Business
as to its fundamental principles and
characterizing processes and pro
cedures.
Therefore, give heed to the ne
cessity of studying the activities of
your organization in a broad way,
develop a broad perspective—per
sonal business asset number four.
Reasoning Power. No less im
portant than the development of
broad perspective is the develop
ment of reasoning power. Permit
me to read something that I once
wrote on this very important
matter:
“ To-day the most progressive
business enterprises are undergoing
a complete change of heart in re
spect to developing the reasoning
power of the members of their or
ganization staffs. No one person or
group of persons can possibly know
all there is to know even about one
kind of business. There is an ur
gent need of men and women who
can promote, finance, manage, sug
gest, and originate; men and women
who can increase sales, reduce ex
penses, devise productive policies,
detect errors and rectify them,
analyze past records and forecast
future development, swell profits
expected, and create profits unex
pected; men and women who can
collect facts and observe facts and
figure out facts, and base sound con
clusions upon such facts; men and
women who can and do think and
reason.”
So give thought to the connection
between your individual advance
ment and the development of
reasoning power—personal business
asset number five.
Imagination. If you aspire to
positions of high executive respon
sibility, you must develop imagina
tion. There was a time when im
agination, or vision—call this
quality whatever you choose—was
considered to be the exclusive
possession of the poet, the dreamer,
the visionary. That time is now
happily past, for in many respects,
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the big business men are the great
est poets of all. They dream
dreams and see visions of future
accomplishment on the basis of
present conditions and past de
velopment.
This is true of every worth-while
business organization that has
reached a position of wide useful
ness and financial stability; it is
true, indisputably true, of your own
organization. I was deeply inter
ested in an extremely informative
and inspiring article on the Doherty
Organization which appeared in
The American Magazine a few
months ago. Read that article and
see for yourselves how your present
great organization is the realization
of the early dreams and visions of
Henry L. Doherty. Moreover, I
venture the opinion that Mr.
Doherty and his associated execu
tives are still dreaming—dreaming
of new tasks to be performed, new
markets to be conquered, new ideals
of service to be made effective.
When a business gets to the point
where all its dreams have been un
folded and realized, what you
might call “ mental gangrene ” be
gins to set in—retrogression begins
to occur; for there are only two
kinds of mental movement possible
for the individual or the business
firm—forward or backward. There
is no such thing as standing still.
Your organization is, of course, go
ing forward—looking forward, al
most; hence, the reasonableness of
the assumption that it is still being
guided by dreams and visions of in
creased usefulness.
Visualize, then, the history of
your organization; familiarize your
selves with what it, as a whole,
has done, is doing, and is planning
to do; become economic dreamers
by developing imagination—per
sonal business asset number six.
Sell-Development. All that I
have said suggests my next point—
self-development. There are two
ways of securing the kind of mental
development, including, of course,
usable knowledge, which is at a
high premium during this post-war
period—through observation and
experience exclusively, and through
study practically applied.
The first way—the observation
and experience way—usually in
volves a heavy cost of time and
judgment—revision, before the in
formation thus acquired can be
transmitted into accurate and useful
knowledge. In the opinion of most
forward-looking executives, self
development to-day comes pri
marily from study.
So begin now to interpret your
stages of advancement in terms of
supplementary courses of inten
sive, purposeful study, which is
29

sure to produce self-development—.
personal business asset number
seven.
Personal Overtime. Last of all,
permit me to point out that, for the
big majority of employed men and
women, self-development depends
upon the use that is made of spare
hours—personal overtime. Analyze
the reasons for the success of any
prominent business leader, and you
will find that he made productive
use of the time that most people
are wont to fritter away in one
fashion or another.
Personal Questions. Now permit
me to make a very personal re
capitulation of the eight thoughts
that I have laid before you under
the title of “ Personal Business As
sets.” Suppose I recapitulate in the
form of eleven pointed questions.
What are you doing to help solve
the personnel problem of your or
ganization?
To what extent are you exempli
fying the cooperative spirit of your
organization in your daily contacts
with your associates?
Have you fully grasped the ser
vice-rendering ideals of your or
ganization in its dealings with the
purchasing public?
Are you systematically keeping
yourself in good bodily and physi
cal condition, in order that you may
increase your usefulness to your
organization?
Are you positive that you are
unswervingly loyal to your organi
zation in everything that you say,
do, and think, not only in the office,
but everywhere else?
Are you trying to develop initia
tive by doing your daily work in
the spirit of inquiring effort?
Are you making a systematic
effort to get a broad view of the
manifold activities of your organi
zation and their interrelations?
Are you thinking intelligently
and constructively about the prob
lems—technical, selling, and admin
istrative—that face your organiza
tion?
Are you visualizing some of the
aims and objectives which your or
ganization doubtless has in mind, or
might properly have in mind?
Are you planning to take develop
mental courses of study that will
increase your usefulness to your
organization, and thereby insure
your advancement?
Have you given any intelligent
thought to apportioning your spare
hours in such a manner that, while
having plenty of time for work,
sleep, and legitimate recreation,
you still have some time left for
self-development?
If you can answer the above
questions truthfully in the affirma
tive, you are already on the high
road—and probably within your
organization—to increased capacity,
increased usefulness, increased op
portunity, increased income, and
increased happiness.

Budget
Control
and
Proposi
tion

TRIAL BALANCE—GENERAL ACCOUNTS

Taxes Receivable............................ $31,569
2,000
Accounts Receivable......................
44,750
Cash ................................................
Expenses ......................................... 12,000
22,000
High School....................................
Revenue from Taxes......................
( Continued) Miscellaneous Revenue...................
Invoices Payable.............................
Vouchers Payable............................
Warrants Payable............................
Revenue Bonds................................

$80,319
6,000
9,000
7,000
6,000
4,000

$112,319

$112,319

COMMENT ON SOLUTION
It will be noted that there are two distinct
sets of entries. The first set is known as FundAccount entries and the second set as GeneralAccount entries. The Fund-Account entries
constitute a means whereby the officials can
know the status of each appropriation, and the
balance available for future orders or contracts.
The General-Account entries are the entries
which would ordinarily be expected on a set of
books dealing with asset and liability items,
expenses, and income.
In a small municipality, the two sets of en
tries may be entered in the one Journal, but in
a large municipality or governmental institu
tion, it will be desirable to maintain two sets of
books—one a financial set and one a fund set.
The General Accounts require no comment,
with the exception, possibly, that it may be well
to call attention to the fact that the summary
entries shown on the Journal would be
supported by details. Thus, there would be a
tax-roll to record details as to taxes, an Ac
counts Receivable Ledger to record the mis
cellaneous accounts receivable, an Invoice
Register for invoices, a Voucher Register for
vouchers, a Warrant Register for warrants, and
a Bond Register for bonds. The Trial Balance
prepared from this set of accounts would con
tain the same elements as the Trial Balance
of a commercial concern.
With respect to the Fund Accounts, however,
a more detailed discussion is desirable. The
Authorization to incur Liabilities Account
represents the appropriations made. A Sub
sidiary Ledger would be opened, in which
detail accounts for each appropriation would be
shown.
The Estimated Revenue From Taxes, etc.,
Account represents an amount which may be
expected to be realized for settlement of liabili
ties. As the accounts receivable are actually
determined, the Estimated Revenues from
Taxes Account is credited and an Available
Balance Account is charged, the Available
Balance Account thus recording the actual bal
ance not reduced to cash, available against
liabilities.
As cash is received, the Available Balance
Account is credited and the Unapplied Balance

Account is debited. The Unapplied Balance
Account represents cash available against lia
bilities.
As orders or contracts are placed, they are
charged against the Authorizations to Incur
Liabilities Account, and the details are posted
as debits to the appropriation accounts in the
Subsidiary Ledger. It will be noted that credit
accounts are opened for contracts and open
market orders to show open items.
As invoices are received for the contracts and
open market orders, entry is passed, crediting
the Available Balance Account and charging
the Contract and Open Market Order Reserve
Accounts.
When the bonds are issued, entry is passed
on the Fund accounts, showing total authoriza
tion and crediting a Reserve for Bonds.
When cash is received from the sale of the
bonds, and addition is made to the Unapplied
Balance Account and credit is made to the
Estimated Revenues Account. A corresponding
entry is passed, writing off the amount from the
Bonds Authorized Account.
It will be noted, therefore, that the Trial Bal
ance of the Fund accounts presents to the city
officials a summary statement showing the
available balance against which liabilities can
be incurred, the available cash balance on hand,
the credits to appropriation accounts, not yet
contracted for, the amounts of contracts and
open market orders placed for which invoices
have not yet been received (which will be off
sets against the Available Balances), and the
loans authorized.
The solution shown records in simple form
the steps necessary in keeping the accounts of
a governmental organization in which appro
priations are made. It is to be hoped that Con
gress will shortly apply a similar system to the
operations of the Federal Government.

Special Classes
Pace Institute, New York, an
nounces the following special
classes to open in January:
English for Business
Oral Expression (Public Speaking)
Secretarial Training
Spanish for Business
Advanced Spanish
Class Sessions are held in the early eve
ning. Ask for descriptive folders and cards
of admission to opening sessions.

Pace Institute
30 Church Street
30

New York City

Invest is highly satisfactory. The mar
ments ket for the security, however, is

limited, and there is little or no
chance for an increase in the value
( Continued) of the security. Loans of this kind
are usually held by the person who
makes them until maturity, when
they are paid off or renewed. If
the incidental investor loans his
money in this fashion, he should
turn over the details to some re
liable lawyer or financial institution.
The small fee that is required for
the service is amply justified by the
safety secured. Investment, it must
be remembered, is a technical mat
ter, and the investor should always
secure the aid and advice of those
persons or concerns that make it
their business to study investment
conditions.
There are certain matters in re
spect to income taxation that have
a bearing upon the net return upon
investment. For example, interest
upon a limited amount of Liberty
Bonds is free from income tax. The
investment banker can give reliable
information upon this subject.
Finally, one word as to the best
procedure in setting aside funds for
the upbuilding of your private com
petence or fortune.
Remember,
the hardest dollar to save is the
first dollar. Each succeeding dollar
comes with somewhat less effort
than its predecessor. Therefore, no
risk whatever should be taken with
the first dollar, and, if you please,
a somewhat increased risk, for the
sake of increasing the return on in
vestment, may be taken with each
succeeding dollar as the dollars
build one upon another.
The foregoing principle, for ex
ample, may be applied as follows:
Incidental savings may be placed in
the savings bank. Later, these in
cidental savings may be converted
into Liberty Bonds, and this pro
cedure may be followed until the
amount of five thousand dollars or
ten thousand dollars is reached.
The next step may be to invest five
thousand dollars or ten thousand
dollars in high-grade railroad
bonds, the next five thousand dol
lars or ten thousand dollars in highgrade industrial bonds, and the next
five thousand dollars or ten thou
sand dollars in preferred stocks of
industrial corporations. Succeeding
investments may be made in the
common stocks of successful and
well-established industrial con
cerns. If the proportion of such
stocks becomes too large, further
investments in the various grades
of bonds will reestablish the sound
ness of the ratio.
In a general way, the foregoing
shows a line of progress from the
highest grade of investment, with a
limited return, to high-grade invest
ments of a more speculative nature
in respect to income. The prin
ciple of progression is sound be
cause, as the ability to take risks
without hazarding the entire fund
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is established, the range and profit
ableness of the investments are in
creased. A procedure of this kind,
too rarely found in actual practice,
is sound to the core, and assures to
the business man the great objec
tive of sound investment—the em
ployment of surplus funds with
security of principal and an interest
return proportionate to the ability
of the investor to take financial
risk.
May each of you, in this day of
social and economic unrest, become
a stabilizing factor by the accumu
lation of surplus funds sufficient to
protect the future of yourself and
of those dependent upon your in
dustry and foresight!

HE Fifth Annual Dinner of
the Affiliated Schools (con
ducting Pace Standardized
Courses) in Greater New York
vicinity has been postponed from
December 27, 1919, to February 14,
1920. This was in response to the
demand made by a great number of
students, who found the date origi
nally selected would conflict with
their various Christmas activities.
The new date will permit of a full
and complete attendance of the en
tire student body.

T

LESLIE M. PARKER, a graduate
of Pace Institute, Extension Divi
sion, has accepted a position as ac
countant on the staff of Ernst &
Ernst, 30 State Street, Boston,
Mass. Mr. Parker was formerly
chief accountant of the Boston
Pressed Metal Company, Worces
ter, Mass.
R. W. BROWN, Pace Institute,
Boston, formerly with the Boston
Consolidated Gas Company, has ac
cepted a position as bookkeeper
with the C. & G. Company, of Bos
ton, Mass.

J. PRYSE GOODWIN, A.C.A.
(Eng.), and C.P.A. (Ill.), has re
sumed his practice as a public ac
countant and industrial engineer, at
25 Church Street, New York City.
W. E. HARROLD, Pace Institute,
Boston, has recently accepted a
position as office manager for the
Victory Lunch Corporation, of
Squantum, Mass.

HE students of Pace Institute, Washing
Washington, have shown their
progressiveness by recently ton
organizing a flourishing students
’
Pace
association, details of which follow:
Students
Foreword. The Pace Students’
Association is an organization of
the students of the Pace Institute.
While the officers and staff of the
Institute have no part in its organi
zation or management, at the same
time they have given the Associa
tion their whole-hearted encourage
ment and cooperation.
Object. The object of the Asso
ciation is to promote educational
and social activities, and foster the
spirit of fellowship among the
students and graduates of the
Institute.
Types of Activities. Since the
organization of the Association, in
February of this year, our activities
have included a dance, our first an
nual dinner, and a debate and dance.
Board of Directors. The busi
ness of the Association between the
annual meetings is conducted by the
Board of Directors. The board also
and
promotes all social and educational
activities.
Election of Officers and Di
rectors. Officers are elected at the
annual meeting in February. Each
class is entitled to one member on
the board, who should be elected as
soon as possible after the enrolment
of the class, and thereafter in
February of each year.
Eligibility for Membership. Any
student of the Institute in good
standing is eligible for Active mem
bership. Any graduate of the Pace
Institute Courses or a student who
has completed not less than two
Semesters shall be eligible to Asso
ciate membership.
Application for Membership.
Applications for membership may
be presented to the member of the
board from the class in which the
student is enrolled; may be mailed
to the secretary, L. J. Kessel, 2633
Adams Mill Road, N. W., or it may
be made at the office of the In
stitute.
Applications must be accompanied
by one year’s dues.
Dues. The dues of Active and
Associate members are one dollar
a year, payable in advance. This
covers the cost of all activities, ex
cept annual banquet.
The officers of the Association
are:
Charles L. Gable.............. President
E. G. Baker.............. Vice-President
L. J. Kessel....................... Secretary
Daniel Batiste................... Treasurer

T

ARTHUR PRITCHARD, a Semes
ter C student, Pace Institute, New
York, has left the accounting de
partment of the Tabulating Ma
chine Company, New York, and
A. C. REVOU, Pace Institute, Bos joined the professional staff of
ton, has accepted a position as head Whittlesey, Wythes & Wilson, cer
bookkeeper with the Victory Lunch tified public accountants, 30 Church
Street, New York.
Corporation, Squantum, Mass.

W. J. BRUNMARK, Pace Insti
tute, Boston, has accepted a posi
tion as auditor with Shreve, Crump
& Low Company, of Boston.
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January Classes in Ac
countancy and Business
Administration- morning, af
ternoon, and evening classes—are now being
organized at Pace Institute, Washington, Boston, and
New York. Many of these classes are’ already reaching their full
quota of students. Hence, in order to make sure of a class reser
vation, prompt action is desirable.
Pace training, begun now, will soon give you a dependable
market value as an analytical or operative accountant. Paceeducated men and women are constantly being sought by firms of
professional accountants, by private business enterprises, and by
the Federal Government.
The Pace Courses—standardized, accredited, developmental
Courses—are available by Extension through the mails as well as
in Resident Schools. You are privileged to test the Extension
Course for a month’s trial instruction for $7, without any obligation
whatsoever to continue.
Send for descriptive Bulletin (specifying either Extension or
Resident) and for a complimentary copy of “Your Post-War
Opportunity,” a 20-page booklet which gives a timely survey of
post-war demands and opportunities for Accountancy-educated men
and women.

Pace & Pace
WASHINGTON
1004 F Street, N.W.

NEW YORK
30 Church Street
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BOSTON
Tremont Temple

